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Check out the top recent reviews above to try it out for free, or enjoy unlimited games with a GameHouse subscription! Member benefits include unlimited games over 2,500+ gamesFirst added to the new gameHouse exclusive gamesNew weeklyPriority Customer SupportCancel At Any Time Pc Game
Home » Hidden Object » Secret Margrave Manor PC Details Game Details Game Details Writing Review Features Online Game Drapes Dust and Chandelier Ancient Dot House Marguero Spooky Manor. As Edwina Margrave, you have to find your grandfather who's been missing for 10 years. Your only
clue to his whereabouts is a strange door with strange puzzles to unlock. In each room, collect hidden objects and see in the collection room, your exotic medley. Margrave Manor is the only hidden object game that changes the position of items every time you visit a room, so you will always have a fresh
challenge. Can you discover your family's forgotten past? Downloading the full game means that all game features are included with just one limitation – you can play for free for only 1 hour, then you must register (buy) the game to continue playing. The full version of the free game features its hidden
eerie object gameSpooky searchable rooms Fin Secret Family! Play for free during the 1 hour trial period! Share your comment with other gamers - write reviews or leave a comment! System REQUIREMENTS: Windows XP/Windows Vista/Windows 7/8CPU: 600 MhzRAM: 128 MBDirectX: 7.0 If you are
ready to get the full version try to play version online for free! Page &gt; Hidden Object &gt; Margrave Secret Manor Marguerio Manor is a hidden object adventure game based on juicy mystery. The game begins with Edwina Margrave receiving a strange letter from her grandfather Edwin. The letter has a
history 10 years ago and contains a strange piece of rock. Curious for some answers, Edwina decides to visit the somewhat spooky family manor. On arrival, he is greeted by his grandfather Gerard's waitress, but his grandfather is missing! It turns out that Edwina's possession stone piece - known as the
Margrave Rosentha Stone - is actually a piece of family crown that may hold the key to locating her missing grandfather. Assuming the role of Edwina Margrave, you should use this piece as the starting point to search for dirty and sloppy maneuvers for many more pieces that hopefully show clues to the
location of the lost grandfather. As you progress through the game, in addition to placing lots of hidden objects, you also have to solve the 'point of difference' challenges and specific puzzles. Can you uncover the secret of Marguerio Manor and discover your family's forgotten past? Download Secret
Margrave Manor now for free and enjoy: a ghastly secret object game. Addictive gameplay comes with rich storytelling. 3 game modes: story; Free poly; Items change situations every time they return to rooms. Dough here any Facebook script content PageView GamePage drapes dust and spot ancient
chandeliers Margrave Manor Spooky House. As Edwina Margrave, you have to find your grandfather who's been missing for 10 years. Your only clue to his whereabouts is a strange door with strange puzzles to unlock. In each room, collect hidden objects and see in the collection room, your exotic
medley. Margrave Manor is the only hidden object game that changes the position of items every time you visit a room, so you will always have a fresh challenge. Can you discover your family's forgotten past? Ghastly Hidden Object spooky searchable rooms find the family secret! Game System
Requirements: Operating System: Windows XP/Windows Vista/Windows 7/8 Processor: 600 MHz RAM: 128 MB DirectX: 7.0 Hard Drive: 114 MB Big Fish Games System Application Requirements: Browser: Internet Explorer 7 or later Customer Review Secret Margrave Manor Rated 3.5 out of 5 by 21.
Rated 5 out of 5 by MYRTS of fun hidden objects great game. Best game visibility. Graphics and CLOROS published great history: 2016-01-19 rated 5 out of 5 by smilingsun72 from excellent game! Laid back hos with a few puzzles thrown at it great! It was a refreshing change after playing many HOS
puzzle adventure games. I liked not to say it in time, so I didn't have to rush to finish the scene. The graphics were clear and of good quality. I liked how developers tossed in additional puzzles of torn notes and clippings at intervals to tell stories along the way. I recommend this game is not rushing for
casual, laid-back, fun. Be sure to check out the whole series. Release date: 2015-07-01 Rated 5 out of 5 by Frogmorton from the cut above the rest of this highlight is from many perspectives, so if you haven't seen this one and you like hog classics, it's a shot. It's unique in it, even though you visit each
room many times, objects are in different places, so you have to start hunting from scratch. Some music is really good. One of the songs repeatedly brings me to the game. There's a story too, but it's not intrusive, and it doesn't slow the game. I wish there was more of this quality. I have played dozens of
HOGs over the years and this is my all-time favorite. The comets weren't as good. Release date: 2014-11-22 Rated 5 out of 5 by bjpass51 of Margrave Manor's Secret-Can't Wait to find exciting secret story line with emotions varied as letters and magazine pages are found. Interesting hidden objects
without repetition. thats a good game . Published: 2014-01-08 Rated 5 out of 5 by pcpat923 from classic, enjoyable, HOG!! I wasn't going to try based on some reviews, however, I'm glad I'm as fun as this boar. The objects were good size and just enough of a challenge to find - not too easy, not too
difficult. A classic hidden object game that takes you room to room so you don't wander around. As the room clears, this opens them for free game mode which I particularly like to replay and beat the game. Prefer this classic to a lot of newer games where I wander too Hours as walkthrough advice goes
against my playing conscience. I'm a tough gamer -- no hint, no jump, no walkthroughs gets boring at times and so I really enjoy a good old HOG. lol Love You BFG! Enjoy! -Mama Mia- Release date: 2012-09-20 Rated 5 out of 5 by Loose_Cannon32 differs from the location of hidden objects every room
you re-enter varies but I always love a challenge when it comes to games like this. The first game was The Hidden Object of Las Vegas, and my husband hooked me in these games since :-) Release date: 2013-09-07 Rated 5 out of 5 by Snowview from Big Story, Classic Boar If you want a break from
running around in adventure games, this is a big boar. Straight HOS is disintegrated by the jigsaw. This story is an addictive thing -- a real secret, kept me playing. Published: 2012-10-25 Rated 5 out of 5 by cesmoi loved it!! Can't wait to see if the sequel will. Had fun playing this game. Release date:
2018-09-24 ranked 5th out of 5 by summertime333 of fun hidden object lovely game going in all rooms and just relax finding hidden images with time line know. I wish we had more of these types of games to play. Release date: 2015-03-05 4 points out of 5 by Akenta of good play for a rany/snowy day
many people liked the game, but I enjoyed it. The story was interesting enough to keep me playing and continuing on the trail. You start off with some introductory scenes to get the first piece of the puzzle. You will then need to complete six rooms to get the next piece. Each room is timely and is just a pile
of junk of items. Items will be at different points every time you visit the room (and different sizes and orientations). The good thing is that once you learn that the case appears (some english and not American version terms) the same item look for the rest of the game. For each room you start with 2 tips,
but you get an extra hint every three minutes. If you run out of time, you get to replay the room with new items. There is no penalty for accidentally clicking around. Of the six rooms, one room will be in the dark so you're using a flashlight and the third room is a point of difference (not too hard when you get
used to what to look for). Among the rooms, you'll find a torn paper that you need to put together again to get the story back together. Not the most exciting game and it took a long time through all the room to get all the puzzle pieces. In addition to the game, after completing each room you will get an
object to add to your collection. Once you're done playing there will still be more items to collect if you want them all, but you can play the same character and continue searching the room. You can also open rooms and play each room separately (you are graded in how well you are). It doesn't take long to
decide if it's worth buying. Try the demo and after completing the first six rooms, you know how The rest of the game will be and if it's for you. Release Date: 2011-11-24 Big Fish Guarantee: Quality Tested and Virus Free. No ads, no adware, no spyware. Your security and privacy are important to us!
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